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Abstract. Geological CO2 sequestration relies on a competent sealing3

layer, or caprock, that bounds the formation top and prevents vertical mi-4

gration of CO2 and brine. Modeling studies have shown that caprock topog-5

raphy, or roughness, can significantly decrease updip migration speed of CO26

and increase structural trapping. Caprock roughness can be characterized7

at different spatial scales. For instance, regional-scale features such as domes,8

traps, and spill points can be detected in seismic surveys and have been shown9

to affect large-scale migration patterns. However, structural and topograph-10

ical variability, known as rugosity, exists below seismic detection limits but11

can be measured at the scale of centimeters and meters using LiDAR scan-12

ning of formation outcrops. Little is known about the actual impact of struc-13

tural rugosity on CO2 plume migration.14
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Practically speaking, given the large scales required to model commercial15

scale CO2 storage projects and the limitations on computational power, only16

seismic-scale caprock topography can be resolved using standard discretiza-17

tion techniques. Therefore, caprock variability that exists below the model18

resolution scale is defined as subscale and must be handled by upscaling. In19

this paper, we derive effective equations for CO2 migration that include the20

impact of fine-scale variability in caprock topography using static equilib-21

rium upscaling, an approach that is adapted for the vertical equilibrium mod-22

eling framework. The effective equations give estimates of the impact of ru-23

gosity on CO2 plume migration and trapping in large-scale systems.24
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1. Introduction

Geological carbon storage involves injection of large quantities of CO2 into the deep25

subsurface and relies upon various trapping mechanisms to stabilize the injected CO2 and26

prevent unwanted migration over long timescales. Because CO2 is less dense and much27

less viscous than the resident brine under typical storage conditions, it rises to the top of28

the injection formation and forms a thin layer of mobile, high-saturation CO2 underneath29

a low-permeability sealing unit, or caprock. Structural and topographical variability of30

this upper boundary can affect migration and long-term trapping of CO2 in the subsurface31

[Ambrose et al., 2008]. This impact is clearly evident in seismic surveys of the CO2 plume32

migration in the Utsira Sand, Norway [Hermanrud et al., 2009] and has been examined33

for realistic geological models [Nilsen et al., 2012] and idealized surface structures [Gray34

et al., 2012]. Structural heterogeneity affects CO2 plume migration direction and speed35

[Gray et al., 2012], thus influencing the evolution of the CO2 footprint over time.36

The caprock boundary is most often not a smooth flat surface, but has natural vari-37

ability that spans several length scales. For instance, at the basin scale of hundreds of38

kilometers, geological structure is controlled by regional uplift and other paleogeological39

mechanisms and can be characterized by a dip angle that may be approximately constant40

for a given basin [Ambrose et al., 2008]. The dip angle can be estimated from geological41

basin maps and databases [Alberta Geological Survey , 2011]. At the reservoir scale of42

tens of kilometers, the topography is more varied; and structures such as domes, anti-43

clines and traps can be identified in the caprock surface. These features, which we refer44

to collectively as roughness, can be observed from seismic surveys with a resolution of45
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approximately 10 m [Jackson et al., 2010]. Below this scale, the variability in surface46

topography is referred to as rugosity and is characterized as sub-meter fluctuations of47

the interface between the permeable formation and the relatively impermeable caprock.48

This variability is impossible to detect from seismic measurements but may be inferred49

from observations of outcrops (LiDAR scanning) and geostatistical earth models [Pringle50

et al., 2010; Jones et al., 2009]. For instance, recent LiDAR scans of outcrops in North51

America have detected rugosity at the scale of tens of centimeters for scans that span tens52

of kilometers [Bellian et al., 2005]. These high-resolution datasets have unprecedented53

potential to increase our understanding of CO2 migration in real systems.54

Due to the potential importance of topography, reliable numerical models are needed55

that can capture the impact of large- and small-scale roughness on CO2 migration. In56

practice, because CO2 storage sites may be on the order of tens to hundreds of kilome-57

ters in extent [Celia and Nordbotten, 2009; Nordbotten and Celia, 2012], resolution of58

fine-scale caprock roughness using standard grid resolution techniques is computationally59

prohibitive. One alternative approach is to assume vertical equilibrium (VE) of pressure,60

which allows for partial integration of the multiphase flow equations and leads to the61

well-known VE model [Dietz , 1953; Coats et al., 1971; Gasda et al., 2009; Gray et al.,62

2012]. As demonstrated in [Gray et al., 2012] and [Nilsen et al., 2010], the VE model63

captures CO2 migration along variable caprock topography more reliably and efficiently64

compared to a standard full-dimensional simulator for systems in which the assumptions65

of vertical equilibrium and gravity segregation are valid. The VE model is ultimately66

more accurate because the model formulation (vertical integration combined with gravity67

segregation) essentially leads to infinite vertical resolution of the CO2 plume, eliminat-68
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ing the vertical discretization issues inherent in a full-dimensional model [Nilsen et al.,69

2010]. The efficiency is improved for the VE model by solving two-dimensional, instead70

of three-dimensional, equations thereby immensely reducing the size of the computational71

problem. In addition, the VE model eliminates the timestep restrictions introduced by the72

vertical resolution and makes the pressure-transport coupling weaker, further increasing73

computational efficiency [Ingeborg and Nilsen, 2010].74

Despite the efficiency of VE models, it is not possible to resolve all relevant structural75

features in large domains that may cover hundreds to thousands of square kilometers. In76

these situations, VE models can resolve regional scale topography at the scale of hun-77

dreds of meters, however, caprock rugosity requires some form of upscaling. To this78

end, we develop an effective model to capture the impact of subscale caprock roughness79

on CO2 migration by horizontally upscaling the depth-integrated variables that appear80

in the VE modeling framework. Specifically, we derive effective permeability and relative81

permeability functions for fine-scale caprock roughness using analytical and numerical ho-82

mogenization techniques. Depth-integrated permeability (or transmissibility) is upscaled83

based on the homogeneous-equation approaches used for a periodic medium [Renard and84

de Marsily , 1997]. The depth-integrated relative permeability functions are upscaled using85

a quasi-steady state approach assuming a fixed fine-scale saturation, which is analogous86

to employing the capillary equilibrium assumption for a heterogeneous medium [Pickup87

and Stephen, 2000; Neuweiler and Vogel , 2007].88

Subsequently, we demonstrate the model concept for cross-sectional systems that are89

simple enough to be upscaled analytically. We then apply the upscaling approach to90

caprock surfaces with complex variation in topography. Finally, we discuss how the effec-91
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tive model can be applied to real geological systems, which will be the subject of future92

work.93

2. System Description

Our objective is to derive an effective model for the system depicted in Figure 1 that94

consists of a reservoir with top and bottom boundaries whose vertical locations are de-95

scribed by functions ζT (x, y) and ζB(x, y), respectively. Within this aquifer, two mobile96

fluid phases exist, CO2 (c) and brine (b), along with associated residual phases. A certain97

number of simplifying assumptions are made for this system. For instance, the rock and98

fluid phases are modeled as incompressible. We also assume that the fluid phases are com-99

pletely segregated by gravity and vertical fluid pressure is at equilibrium. This implies100

that at any given horizontal location, the fluid phases are vertically distributed according101

to density; and the vertical flow component for each phase is negligible. In addition, we102

assume that capillary forces are negligible such that a sharp-interface assumption can be103

applied to this system. This assumption implies uniform saturations in each fluid phase104

rather than a resolved capillary fringe, a condition which is still compatible with the up-105

scaling approach used later that invokes the capillary equilibrium assumption. Within the106

context of VE models, the equilibrium assumption is applied to the location of the sharp107

interface rather than the fine-scale capillary pressure. More details on this approach are108

provided later.109

The assumptions described above provide three macroscopic regions, created by CO2110

displacing the brine by a drainage process and re-imbibition of brine where the CO2 front111

has receded, which are ordered in a well-defined way. The bottommost region contains112

mobile brine at 100% saturation. The residual CO2 region, containing mobile brine with113
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residual CO2 following imbibition, is bounded below by ζR(x, y, t). The topmost region114

consists of mobile CO2 phase with residual brine that was trapped during the drainage115

process. The bottom boundary of of this region is represented by ζM(x, y, t).116

The interfaces are ordered such that ζB ≤ ζR ≤ ζM ≤ ζT . The vertical dimension of117

each region is described by the thickness hi, i = c, r, b, where hc = ζT − ζM , hr = ζM − ζR,118

hb = ζR − ζB, and
∑

i hi = H(x, y) . Due to the sharp-interface assumption, the local119

CO2 saturation sc is uniform within each region and defined as follows,120

sc =







0, if ζB ≤ z < ζR
scr, if ζR ≤ z < ζM
1− sbr, if ζM ≤ z ≤ ζT .

(1)121

where, sαr are the residual saturations of phase α = c, b.122

Next, we will describe our approach to upscaling rugosity effects within the VE modeling123

framework. We derive effective permeability and relative permeability functions that124

upscale both the migration retardation and enhanced trapping of CO2 due to subscale125

topographical features. First, we describe a simple conceptualization of the effective model126

using permeability arguments, which we call the accretion layer model. This model is127

useful for gaining insight into CO2 migration and trapping in a rough caprock system. It128

also provides the foundation for a set of consistent effective functions derived using steady-129

state homogenization techniques. The latter approach is based on the assumption of static130

capillary equilibrium applied to a system of interest when upscaling the flow equations131

and deriving the effective functional forms for permeability and relative permeability in132

two-dimensional and three-dimensional systems.133

3. VE Model
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A VE model is used in combination with horizontal upscaling to derive effective equa-134

tions for subscale caprock roughness. The VE model is therefore defined as the “fine-scale”135

model used for comparison with the horizontally averaged, i.e. “coarse-scale”, models.136

Here, the fine-scale is the depth-integrated scale consisting of vertically integrated vari-137

ables and equations. The VE model derivation from three-dimensional, REV-scale equa-138

tions is described in this section. However in previous work, the VE model has been139

derived from the micro-scale directly to the depth-integrated scale [Gray et al., 2012].140

The VE model formulation is based upon vertical integration of the three-dimensional141

flow equations (REV scale) under the assumption that the fluids are in vertical equilibrium142

(i.e. vertical flow can be neglected) and the fluids are completely segregated due to gravity143

[Lake, 1989]. The VE assumption is reasonable for CO2 sequestration systems because of144

large aspect ratios of typical storage systems (many kilometers in lateral extent compared145

with tens to hundreds of meters in reservoir thickness) [Yortsos , 1995]. In addition,146

strong buoyancy forces (density contrast ∆ρ on the order of 200 to 400 kg/m3) lead to147

rapid gravity segregation. These dominant physical characteristics result in equilibrium148

of the vertical pressure profile over relatively short timescales. The VE model has been149

employed historically for strongly segregated flows in petroleum reservoirs [Dietz , 1953;150

Coats et al., 1971; Lake, 1989; Huppert and Woods , 1995] and more recently for CO2151

sequestration in saline aquifers [Nordbotten and Celia, 2006; Neufeld and Huppert , 2009;152

Hesse et al., 2008; Gasda et al., 2011; Nordbotten and Celia, 2012].153

The VE model can include several processes relevant for CO2 storage, such as a local154

capillary transition zone [Nordbotten and Dahle, 2011] or convection-driven dissolution155

[Gasda et al., 2011], that are implemented as subgrid components within the overall156
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framework. However, the objective of this study is to investigate the effect of the caprock157

structure. Therefore, we neglect mass transfer and capillarity and assume a sharp inter-158

face between the two fluid phases. This further simplifies the integrated equations and159

subsequent analysis.160

To begin, we consider the three-dimensional mass conservation equations for CO2 and161

brine phases in an incompressible system,162

∂

∂t
(φsα) +∇ · uα = qα, α = c, b. (2)163

In the above equation, φ is porosity, sα is the phase saturation, uα is the volumetric phase164

flux, and qα is the volumetric source/sink term per unit volume. Here, uα is given by165

Darcy’s law [Bear , 1972],166

uα = −kαk

µα

· (∇pα − ραg) (3)167

where k is the permeability tensor, kα is the phase relative permeability, µα is the phase168

viscosity, pα is the phase pressure, ρα is the phase density, and g is the gravitational169

vector.170

The integration is performed between the bottom and top boundaries of the storage171

aquifer or reservoir, assuming impermeable shale layers bound the system above and172

below. The vertical direction (z) is defined as perpendicular to the local dipping plane173

of the reservoir, such that flow is predominantly in the lateral direction (x and y). The174

resulting two-dimensional equations consist of integrated variables such as thickness of175

mobile and residual CO2 regions and depth-integrated horizontal phase fluxes. The details176

of the integration can be found in previous work, see [Gasda et al., 2009, 2011; Nordbotten177

and Celia, 2012], and will not be repeated in detail here. A brief overview of the integrated178

2D equations is given.179
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After integration of Equation (2), we obtain the lateral 2D conservation of mass equation180

for components CO2 and brine with upscaled variables (capital letters indicate vertically181

upscaled),182

∂

∂t
(HΦSα) +∇‖ · F‖α = Qα, α = c, b. (4)183

In the integrated equation, Φ is depth-averaged porosity, Sα is the depth-integrated satura-184

tion, H(x, y) is spatially varying aquifer thickness, defined as H(x, y) = ζT (x, y)−ζB(x, y),185

Qα is the depth-integrated source/sink term, (·)‖ represent lateral operators and quanti-186

ties. Depth-integrated saturation is defined as187

HΦSα =

∫ ζT

ζB

φsα dz, α = c, b. (5)188

The mass fluxes F‖α are obtained by vertically integrating the lateral component of phase189

fluxes and gives the resulting upscaled flux expression,190

F‖α =

∫ ζT

ζB

u‖α dz, α = c, b. (6)191

After integration, assuming the lateral gradients in pressure are constant in the vertical192

dimension, the resulting depth-integrated flux expression is,193

F‖α = −
HK‖α ·K‖

µα

·
(

∇‖pα − ραg‖

)

, α = c, b. (7)194

where K‖ is the depth-integrated permeability tensor given by195

HK‖ =

∫ ζT

ζB

k‖ dz, (8)196

and K‖α is the depth-integrated relative permeability tensor of phase α given by,197

HK‖α ·K‖ =

∫ ζT

ζB

k‖kα dz, α = c, b. (9)198

For convenience, we will omit the (·)‖ notation from this point forward.199
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Since pressure is in vertical equilibrium based on the Dupuit approximation [Lake, 1989;200

Gasda et al., 2011; Nordbotten and Celia, 2012], the phase pressure pα in Equation (7) can201

be determined from a reference phase pressure Pα calculated at some datum level, z = ζP .202

For the expressions that follow ζP = ζB. The reference phase pressures can be related by203

the location of the ζM interface and local capillary pressure. Since we have neglected local204

capillary pressure, then Pn − Pb = ez · g∆ρ(ζM − ζB), where ∆ρ = ρb − ρc. Using P = Pb205

as the primary pressure variable we obtain the following local pressure distribution for206

each phase,207

pb = P + ez · gρb (z − ζB) , for ζB ≤ z ≤ ζM , (10)208

and209

pc = P + ez · g [ρb (ζM − ζB) + ρc (z − ζM)] , for ζM ≤ z ≤ ζT . (11)210

We see that the pressure is not obtained for a phase where it is immobile. By substitution211

of Equations (10) and (11) into Equation (7) we have,212

Fb = −HKb ·K
µb

· [∇P −∇ (ez · gρbζB)− ρbg] , (12)213

and214

Fc = −HKc ·K
µc

· [∇P +∇ (ez · g∆ρζM)−∇ (ez · gρbζB)− ρcg] . (13)215

Note that the z terms in expression Equations (10) and (11) disappear when taking the216

lateral gradient of pα.217

Together, Equations (4)–(13) represent the fine-scale system of equations consisting218

of depth-integrated variables. The VE model, which can be solved analytically under219

certain simplifying assumptions, must be solved numerically for heterogeneous systems220

(see [Gray et al., 2012; Gasda et al., 2012]). The fine-scale VE model must also resolve221
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the topographical heterogeneity of the caprock to correctly capture fluid flow in a rough222

caprock system.223

For the purpose of later analysis, it is useful to have a fractional flow formulation224

of the VE model. By combining Equations (12) and (13) and defining the total flux225

as Ft = Fb + Fc, we can obtain a fractional flow expression for CO2 flux. Then, by226

substitution into Equation (4), we have,227

∂HΦSc

∂t
+∇ ·

{

Λc ·Λ−1
t · Ft −HΛc ·Λb ·Λ−1

t ·K · [∇ (ez · g∆ρζM) + ∆ρg]
}

= Qc, (14)228

where Λα = Kα/µα are the upscaled mobility tensors for α = c, b, and Λt = Λb + Λc.229

This equation can be solved numerically, however analytical solutions can also be obtained230

under additional simplifying conditions, i.e. zero total and diffusive fluxes. This will be231

discussed further in the next section.232

4. 1-D Effective Model

We derive coarse-scale equations for the system depicted in Figure 1 in one horizontal233

dimension, where the fine scale system is a 2-D vertical cross-section (x-z) with spatially234

varying top and bottom boundaries. First, we devise a simple effective model called235

the accretion-layer model (AM). This approach has the advantage that it can be solved236

analytically under simplifying conditions to gain insight into the behavior of CO2 in rough237

caprock systems. This discussion is followed by more rigorous upscaling based on steady-238

state techniques to obtain a homogeneous-equation model (HM) for the cross-sectional239

system.240

In both upscaling approaches, we define an averaging volume (inset in Figure 1) that241

has a length scale L much smaller than the overall length scale of the storage aquifer. This242
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allows us to resolve the large-scale topographical variation, while upscaling the subscale243

topography that may be too small to resolve in flow simulations. In the upscaling, we244

replace the varying topography with flat top and bottom boundaries. The result is an245

effective aquifer height, H̄, which is defined as the horizontal average of the fine-scale246

thickness. In one dimension, this becomes247

H̄ =
1

L

∫ L

0

[ζT (x)− ζB(x)] dx.248

We also define a horizontally averaged brine thickness as,249

h̄b =
1

L

∫ L

0

[ζM(x)− ζB(x)] dx.250

and therefore h̄c = H̄ − h̄b by definition. In regard to notation, we indicate horizontally251

upscaled coarse variables with an over-bar (e.g. S̄α,h̄α,...).252

For the sake of brevity, we limit our presentation of the effective equations to drainage253

conditions (hr = 0). This is appropriate because the most significant effect of topogra-254

phy on CO2 migration occurs at the plume leading edge as brine is displaced by CO2.255

However, the inclusion of imbibition is relatively straightforward and is incorporated into256

the final upscaled equations. We also assume spatially homogeneous fluid properties and257

a flat aquifer bottom, located at z = ζB(x) = 0, for simplicity in both the AM and HM258

derivations. A flat aquifer bottom is reasonable given that variation in the bottom surface259

is less important for CO2 migration than the top surface. Because we limit our derivation260

to one dimension, the two-dimensional tensorial quantities in the previous section become261

scalars.262

4.1. Accretion-layer model
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We assume that undulations in caprock topography create a volume within which CO2263

collects but otherwise cannot flow. At the average scale, we represent this trapped volume264

as an accretion layer, which is a constant thickness layer that has the equivalent volume265

as the trapped volume created by the variable topography. The thickness of this layer is266

determined from the specific topography being considered that varies in space at a length267

scale smaller than the averaged scale.268

The right panel in Figure 2 depicts the effective system after horizontal upscaling. The269

dark-shaded accretion layer has a constant thickness A over the averaging length, such270

that the area of the accretion layer equals the area of the dark-shaded region of trapped271

CO2 in the fine-scale system to the left. For convenience we define a = A/H̄ and an272

effective aquifer thickness, He = (1− a) H̄ , which is the height of the aquifer through273

which CO2 and brine can flow horizontally.274

The key component of the AM conceptualization is the assumption that the accretion275

layer has zero horizontal permeability. This implies that while CO2 and brine may flow in276

the lower regions, once CO2 displaces brine from the accretion layer it remains structurally277

trapped regardless of additional accumulation of CO2 below. The accretion layer can be278

interpreted as an instantaneous CO2 sink.279

The vertical distribution of horizontal permeability within this effective system is given280

as,281

k(z) =

{

k, for 0 ≤ z < He

0, otherwise.
(15)282

We obtain the definition of coarse scale variables, such as permeability, relative per-283

meability and saturation, by vertical integration over the effective aquifer thickness H̄284

according to the definitions in Section 3. For instance, applying Equations (1) and (5) to285
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this system gives the following average saturations,286

H̄ΦS̄b = φ
(

h̄csbr + h̄b

)

, H̄ΦS̄c = φh̄c (1− sbr) . (16)287

The aquifer permeability given in Equation (15) can be integrated according to Equation288

(8),289

H̄K̄ = Hek. (17)290

while depth-integrated relative permeability functions (Equation (9)) become,291

H̄K̄bK̄ =

{

h̄bk
0
bk h̄b ≤ He,

Hek
0
bk He ≤ h̄b ≤ H̄,

H̄K̄cK̄ =

{

(

He − h̄b

)

kr
ck h̄b ≤ He,

0 He ≤ h̄b ≤ H̄,
(18)292

where k0
b is the endpoint relative permeability of formation water, and kr

c is the endpoint293

relative permeability of CO2 during drainage. In pure saline aquifers k0
b = 1, while k0

b < 1294

for reservoirs with residual hydrocarbons. In this derivation, the only mobile phases are295

CO2 and brine.296

At this point, we can combine the one-dimensional form of Equation (14) with Equa-297

tions (16)–(18) and the definition of upscaled mobilities Λ̄α = K̄α/µα to obtain the one-298

dimensional fractional flow equation for CO2 in terms of brine thickness,299

−φ (1− sbr)
∂h̄b

∂t
+

∂

∂x

[

Λ̄c

Λ̄t

F̄t +
H̄Λ̄cΛ̄bk∆ρ

Λ̄t

(

g cos θ
∂h̄b

∂x
+ g sin θ

)]

= 0. (19)300

where θ is the tilt of the aquifer relative to the horizontal datum. Equation (19) describes301

three characteristic CO2 fluxes for this system [Huppert and Woods , 1995; Juanes et al.,302

2010; Hesse et al., 2008]. The first term in the bracket expression contains a total flux F̄t303

and describes CO2 flux due to background fluid flow. The first part of the second term is304

dependent on the slope of the CO2-brine interface, ∂h̄b/∂x, and describes the parabolic305

or diffusive spreading of the CO2 plume over time. The second part of this term gives the306

CO2 flux along a sloping surface due to the buoyancy, which is a hyperbolic flux.307
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The relative importance of each characteristic flux has been examined previously using308

time scale arguments for limiting cases without background flow [Hesse et al., 2008] and309

with background fluid flow [Juanes et al., 2010;MacMinn et al., 2010]. For instance, while310

the parabolic flux is more important at early time, this component dissipates quickly and311

for long-term migration we can assume that ∂h̄b/∂x is small compared to other terms.312

Also, in the neglecting background flux (i.e. F̄t ≈ 0), we can omit the first term in the313

bracketed expression of Equation (19) in the following analysis. So, keeping only the314

hyperbolic component, we obtain315

−φ (1− sbr)
∂h̄b

∂t
+

∂

∂x

[

H̄Λ̄cΛ̄bk∆ρ

Λ̄t

g sin θ

]

= 0. (20)316

For analysis, it is convenient to define the following,317

H̄Λ̄cΛ̄bk∆ρ

Λ̄t

g sin θ = κF̄b,318

which can also be rearranged to the form319

(

H̄λ0
bMk∆ρg sin θ

) Λ̄cΛ̄b

Λ̄tλ0
bM

= κF̄b,320

where the mobility ratio is M = λr
c/λ

0
b . In this form, it is easy to identify part of the321

group on the left as κ, which is the characteristic depth-integrated flux due to buoyancy322

along a sloped caprock surface. The other grouping is then F̄b, which is the dimensionless323

flux function. Now, Equation (20) can be written more compactly as a classic hyperbolic324

equation,325

−φ(1− sbr)
∂h̄b

∂t
+

∂
(

κF̄b

)

∂x
= 0, (21)326

which can be treated analytically for insight into the behavior of CO2 migration along a327

sloping rough caprock surface.328
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The first step is to obtain the the expression for F̄b by substitution of Equation (18)329

above into definitions of Λ̄α resulting in,330

F̄b =







1

He

h̄b

(

He − h̄b

)

(1−M) h̄b +MHe

0 ≤ h̄b ≤ He,

0 He ≤ h̄b ≤ H̄.

(22)331

This flux function has the same functional form in the effective layer (0 ≤ hb ≤ He) as332

the forms analyzed in Hesse et al. [2008] and elsewhere, leading to rarefaction waves at333

the plume tip. However because of the accretion layer, (He − H̄) ≤ hb ≤ H̄ , the flux334

function defined by Equation (22) is non-convex, as seen in Figure 3a, and the tip of the335

plume will now develop a discontinuity (shock) according to hyperbolic analysis. We can336

analyze the shock using a line drawn tangent to the flux function curve from h̄b/H̄ = 1.337

By definition, the slope of the tangent line is equal to the derivative of the flux function338

(F̄ ′
b) at the tangent point (h∗

b). The tangent-line concept is shown graphically in Figure339

3a, and mathematically can be written as,340

F̄b(h
∗
b)

1− h∗
b

= −F̄ ′
b(h

∗
b). (23)341

The solution to Equation (23) can be found analytically in this simple case (see [Leveque,342

1990]). In brief, the analytical solution gives a dimensionless brine thickness at the shock343

tip,344

h∗
b =

MHe

He − (1−M)H̄

(

1−
√

H̄ −He

MH̄

)

, (24)345

from which we can calculate the dimensionless CO2 height at the shock tip h∗
c = (1− h∗

b)346

and convert to units of length by multiplication with H̄ . The analytical solution also gives347

the constant speed at which the CO2 tip migrates upslope,348

v∗c =
κ

φ(1− sbr)

(

F̄b(h
∗
b)

1− h∗
b

)

, (25)349
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which is simply a rescaling of the characteristic speed κ/φ(1− sbr) by the slope of the350

tangent line. We note that this analysis is correct when other waves of the full solution351

do not interact with the hyperbolic wave at the tip. However, we gain important insight352

into the impact of caprock roughness from analysis of this special case.353

There are several interesting observations obtained from this analysis. First, we note354

that in the limit as a → 0, the thickness of CO2 at the shock tip approaches zero. Thus,355

as h∗
b → 1 the slope of the tangent line, −F̄ ′

b(h
∗
b), approaches unity. This implies that for356

flat sloping caprocks, the plume tip will have a reference speed equal to v0 = κ/φ(1−sbr),357

which is an expected result [Hesse et al., 2008].358

We also observe in Figure 3a that the tangent slope decreases with increasing a and359

M , resulting in slower tip velocities for caprock with higher amplitude roughness or more360

unfavorable mobility ratios. Figure 3b shows that the impact of a on tip speed compared361

with the reference velocity v0 can be significant. In the case of a favorable displacement362

M = 1, the shock speed is 48% lower than v0 for a = 0.1, while the impact is greater for363

larger mobility ratios. This implies that the presence of an accretion layer has a greater364

impact when the CO2 plume is very thin at the leading edge, which occurs for increasingly365

unfavorable displacements.366

4.2. Steady-state homogenization

In this section, we derive the effective medium functions for a rough caprock system by367

averaging the VE equations horizontally, which results in the HM approach. In doing so,368

we follow traditional homogenization techniques that have been developed for upscaling369

permeability and relative permeability of heterogeneous media, where the heterogeneity370

is in local permeability. We adapt this steady-state homogeneous equation approach to371
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a vertically integrated system in which the heterogeneity is aquifer thickness. The end372

result is a set of effective permeability and relative permeability functions that capture373

the geometric heterogeneity of a rough caprock system.374

We derive the HM functions analytically for the simple cross-sectional system depicted375

in the inset of Figure 1 with varying top surface and flat bottom. However, in general,376

numerical homogenization will be necessary for realistic caprock surfaces. As with the377

AM approach, the objective of the homogenization is to replace the rough caprock with378

a flat top surface over the averaging scale of interest, resulting in an average aquifer379

height H̄ . This allows us to formulate the equations with only large-scale variability in380

the caprock surface and employ a coarser discretization. However in the HM approach,381

no prior assumptions are made about the permeability in the accretion layer and rock382

properties are homogeneous within in the averaging volume. For convenience, gravity is383

neglected over the averaging length scale L in the HM derivation.384

Let us start with permeability upscaling. The basic approach is to posit a homogeneous385

equation for steady-state single-phase flow at the average scale composed of average quan-386

tities [Renard and de Marsily , 1997]. When the coarse scale equation is compared with387

the horizontal average of the fine-scale (VE) equation, the effective permeability can be388

inferred. This upscaling approach assumes that the heterogeneity is periodic in space and389

has a characteristic length scale much smaller than the total length of the domain.390

To demonstrate this for our simple one-dimensional system, we have the x-component391

of the depth-integrated fine-scale flux F from Equation (7),392

Fx = −HK

µ

dP

dx
= C, (26)393
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which is equal to a constant C for all x-values within L under steady-state conditions.394

Equation (26) can be integrated over L, and after rearrangement, results in,395

∆P

L
= −µC

L

∫ L

0

1

HK
dx, (27)396

which can be compared with the homogeneous single-phase flow equation given a pressure397

drop of ∆P/L across the averaging volume,398

−H̄K̄

µ

∆P

L
= C. (28)399

Combining Equations (27) and (28), we obtain the expression for horizontally upscaled400

permeability K̄,401

1

H̄K̄
=

1

L

∫ L

0

1

HK
dx. (29)402

Equation (29) indicates that the effective transmissibility (H̄K̄) for an aquifer of varying403

thickness is simply the harmonic average of fine-scale transmissibility over the length scale404

of interest.405

For relative permeability, additional assumptions are required regarding the fine-scale406

saturation. Our approach for this step is based on the capillary equilibrium assumption407

[Pickup and Stephen, 2000; Neuweiler and Vogel , 2007] that is adapted to the VE rough408

caprock system. In the typical application of the capillary equilibrium assumption, the409

fine-scale capillary pressure is assumed to be at equilibrium, and therefore the coarse-410

scale and fine-scale capillary pressures are equivalent. This is a reasonable assumption411

if the applied pressure gradient is small. In this case, the saturation can be fixed at the412

fine-scale according to the local capillary-saturation relationship, which will be spatially413

varying due to heterogeneity.414
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In the context of a rough caprock, the fine-scale capillary pressure assumption becomes415

an assumption on the fine-scale CO2-brine interface. For small pressure gradients and a416

horizontal averaging length much smaller than the domain, it is reasonable to assume that417

the ζM is essentially flat and ∇ζM = 0 in Equation (13). For a given value of ζM , we can418

fix fine-scale depth-averaged saturation Sα, equivalently we can fix hα, which is spatially419

varying due to the rough caprock.420

Then, following the permeability upscaling approach from above, the coarse-scale rel-421

ative permeability can be determined from a series of steady-state solutions obtained at422

different values of ζM . This means that for a given value of ζM and the corresponding set423

of local saturation values Sα, the fine-scale steady-state flow equations can be integrated424

and set equal to a homogeneous two-phase flow equation consisting of average quantities.425

By repeating this process for different values of ζM , the coarse-scale relative permeability426

(K̄α) can be calculated as a function of volume-averaged saturation (S̄α).427

For the cross-sectional system of interest, the steady state phase flux in the x-direction428

from Equations (7) and (9),429

Fαx = −HKKα

µα

dP

dx
.430

which for a sharp-interface system becomes,431

Fbx = −hbKk0
b

µb

dP

dx
= Cb , Fcx = −hcKkr

c

µc

dP

dx
= Cc , (30)432

which are equal to constants in x at steady-state. The fine-scale phase fluxes in Equation433

(30) can be averaged over L,434

∆P

L
= −µbCb

L

∫ L

0

1

hbKk0
b

dx,
∆P

L
= −µcCc

L

∫ L

0

1

hcKkr
c

dx. (31)435
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and compared with the corresponding homogeneous equations for each α-phase,436

−H̄K̄K̄α

µα

∆P

L
= Cα. (32)437

Then by combining Equation (31) and Equation (32) we find the following expression for438

coarse-scale relative permeability functions,439

1

H̄K̄K̄b

=
1

L

∫ L

0

1

hbKk0
b

dx ,
1

H̄K̄K̄c

=
1

L

∫ L

0

1

hcKkr
c

dx. (33)440

As with the upscaled permeability from Equation (29), we see that the effective relative441

permeability is a harmonic mean of fine-scale relative permeability values weighted by the442

corresponding transmissibility. This implies that if hc(x) = 0 at any point x in averaging443

window then K̄c = 0, and therefore, CO2 has zero mobility for locations of the interface444

equal to or higher than the local minimum of the topography. Clearly, the HM gives the445

same effective residual saturation for CO2 during drainage as was found with the AM446

(from Equation (18)). However, an important aspect of the HM is that the shape of the447

CO2 relative permeability curve will depend on the specific topography function being448

integrated. This is not the case for the AM which results the same relative permeability449

curve for different topography functions with the same trapped volume. The impact of450

this difference between the two effective models will be demonstrated below, where we451

provide a comparison for a specific caprock topography.452

It should be noted that Equations (29) and (33) involve integral expressions that can be453

solved analytically for certain idealized systems. Alternatively, the integral can be solved454

numerically if necessary.455

4.3. 1D application
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The utility of the AM and HMs is demonstrated using a simple cross-section of an456

aquifer with idealized topography (Figure 4). The homogeneous aquifer has a top surface457

ζT (x) is described by a sinusoidal function458

ζT (x) = H̄ (1 + a sinωx) ,459

with scaled amplitude a = 0.1, wavelength ω = 0.01π, average aquifer thickness H̄ = 100460

m and a bottom boundary ζB = 0 m. The aquifer has a 1% tilt and the coordinate system461

is aligned such that the vertical direction is perpendicular to the bottom boundary. The462

top and bottom boundaries are closed, and the side boundaries are open and fixed at463

hydrostatic pressure. The fluid and rock properties are given in Table 1 [Gray et al.,464

2012].465

A reference simulation was performed on the fine-scale system, such that the variation466

in the top surface was resolved with a relatively fine grid (number of gridblocks per wave-467

length 2π/(ω∆x) = 10). The fine-scale simulation was performed using the VE model468

described in Section 3 that solves the sharp-interface flow equations with a standard nu-469

merical method [Gasda et al., 2011]. Migration of CO2 after 1,000 yrs results in enhanced470

trapping and slower tip migration when compared with a flat caprock [Gray et al., 2012].471

The effective simulations employed either the AM or HM. The AM uses the effective472

permeability and relative permeability functions given in Equations (17) and (18), respec-473

tively, setting He = 90 m.474

The HM upscales the horizontal permeability and relative permeability using the effec-475

tive equations derived earlier, which can be solved analytically for a sinusoidal function.476

From Equation (29), we obtain effective permeability,477

K̄ = K
√

(1− a2). (34)478
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and also relative permeabilities from Equation (33),479

K̄c = kr
c

√

(

h̄c/H̄
)2 − a2

√
1− a2

, K̄b = k0
b

h̄b

H̄
. (35)480

We observe in Equation (34) that K̄ rescales the fine-scale permeability by a factor that481

decreases with increasing amplitude of the caprock. The square-root functional form482

implies that for values of a ≪ 1, the scaling factor is close to unity, and K̄ ≈ K. For large483

values of a, the vertical flow components cannot be ignored and the Dupuit assumption484

(vertical equilibrium) is no longer valid. When a = 1, then no flow occurs.485

Similarly, Equation (35) reflects a reduction in CO2 relative permeability with increasing486

amplitude, while the brine function is unchanged from the fine-scale function. The shape487

of the CO2 relative permeability curve, shown in Figure 5, captures both the trapped488

volume and structure of the caprock surface.489

The specific structure of the caprock topography and upscaling approach is reflected in490

the shape of the curve as CO2 thickness increases beyond the trapped volume thickness.491

Once CO2 becomes mobile, both curves approach the flat caprock curve (a = 0), but the492

HM relative permeability increases more rapidly because flow through the structural traps493

is explicitly captured in the HM upscaling approach. The non-linear shape of the HM494

curve also implies that the effect of topography is most important when CO2 migrates as495

a relatively thin layer, i.e. at the leading edge of the plume. On the other hand, where496

CO2 thickness is large relative to the height of undulations in the caprock topography,497

the effect of the topography on the upscaled relative permeability becomes smaller. The498

latter case is a reasonable result, since we expect that as CO2 approaches fully saturated499

conditions, the single-phase flow equations should be recovered, which means that K̄c500

should approach kr
c as h̄c approaches H̄ .501
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As shown in Figure 6, the effective simulations result in upslope plume extent and502

structural trapping that resemble the resolved fine-scale simulation at 1,000 yrs. In both503

the AM and HMs, the structurally trapped CO2 forms a long thin layer behind the front504

that has a thickness equal to the amplitude of the sinusoidal function. At the leading505

edge of the plume, we observe a self-sharpening of the plume tip in both cases, which is506

caused by the effective residual saturation or zero CO2 mobility during drainage for plume507

thicknesses less than the trapped volume thickness. The differences in plume location and508

shape of the interface between the two effective models is therefore due to differences in the509

relative permeability curves when CO2 begins to flow underneath the caprock undulations.510

Comparing the interface location between the AM, HM and reference simulations in511

Figure 7, we see that the HM result is closer overall to the reference solution than the512

AM. The reference simulation has an extent to 10 km, and the CO2 is trapped almost513

completely up to around 8.5 km. The HM captures the tip location very well, but un-514

derestimates the volume of CO2 in the mobile region by a small amount. This is partly515

because the volume of CO2 trapped is overestimated in the effective model due to the tilt516

of the aquifer and can be adjusted easily to match. On the other hand, the AM signifi-517

cantly underestimates the plume tip location, while the center of the mobile CO2 region518

lags significantly behind the reference solution.519

When comparing the plume tip location across time in Figure 8, we see that initially520

the plume migration speed increases as determined by the curvature of the interface (the521

diffusive terms arising from derivatives of the ζ-terms in Equations (10) and (11)). Once522

the interface becomes more flat, the hyperbolic component of the equations becomes523

dominant and the tip speed becomes constant as predicted by Equation (25). The AM524
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simulation results in the slowest CO2 migration, significantly less than the flat caprock525

simulation, which is expected from the analysis of shock speed in Section 4.1. The resolved526

simulations also results in a slower tip speed than the flat caprock case, but still migrates527

more quickly than the AM plume once the diffusive terms have dissipated. The HM528

results match quite well with the fine-grid simulations, with a slight discrepancy due to529

an overestimation of trapped volume as discussed above.530

The reliability of both the AM and HM is clearly linked to the way in which the531

CO2 relative permeability function was upscaled. We observe that both effective models532

capture the trapping of CO2 in the topography behind the mobile plume quite well,533

which is to be expected since both models have zero relative permeability for values of534

CO2 thickness less than the equivalent trapped volume thickness. However, only the HM535

correctly captures the migration speed of the mobile plume, which is due to averaging the536

fine-scale topography explicitly rather than making implicit assumptions regarding the537

flow behavior of CO2 along the topography.538

Given the sensitivity of CO2 migration to fine-scale structure, we explore other func-539

tional forms of caprock roughness to gain further understanding of this effect. Two other540

structures were tested, triangle and square waves, and the results are summarized in Ta-541

ble 2. The triangle wave function is characterized by having a constant absolute value of542

caprock slope that changes sign periodically, while the square wave function is represented543

by a flat caprock with step-function changes in elevation at periodic intervals. We note544

that the triangle, sine and square wave functions all have the same equivalent trapped545

volume.546
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There are several interesting observations from examination of Table 2 and the accom-547

panying Figure 9. First, despite having the same trapped volume, the triangle, sine and548

square wave result in different functional forms of K̄ and K̄c. (The form of K̄b is little549

effected by the top topography and brine is not trapped because the bottom boundary550

is flat. Therefore, we assumed the same function in all cases for simplicity.) This means551

that structure is important in determining the effective permeability and relative perme-552

ability functions as well as the tip speed. Thus, we can associate different structures with553

different degrees of caprock roughness. For instance, greater roughness leads to greater554

reduction in K̄ for a given a (Figure 9a) and less curvature of K̄c as a function of h̄b555

(Figure 9b). We also note that the relative permeability curves are bounded at the top556

by the smooth flat surface, while the AM curve acts as a lower bound. The roughness557

factor will also control the theoretical late-time tip speed derived for a hyperbolic system558

(Equation (25)) relative to the smooth flat surface. Our results show that different de-559

grees of roughness leads to late-time tip speeds that are between 47% and 57% times the560

reference speed for a smooth flat caprock (for a = 0.1), with square structures having a561

greater roughness factor than both the sinusoidal and triangular traps. We note that for562

this case the accretion layer model predicts a late-time tip speed that is 70% slower than563

reference speed. And finally, as we previously observed, the impact of structure on K̄c is564

only significant in the region of thin CO2 plumes (h̄c ≈ a).565

5. 2D Effective Model

The impact of heterogeneous topography 3D flow regimes is characterized by CO2 that566

can flow in two lateral directions. Therefore, resistance to flow due to rugosity and rough-567

ness will lead to more complex flow behavior. For instance, if CO2 becomes easily trapped568
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along the dip direction, the plume upslope speed will slow, causing more transverse spread-569

ing in the perpendicular direction. Conversely, if roughness increases in the transverse570

direction, then it may lead to flow focusing of the CO2 plume and preferential upslope571

flow. Complexity in caprock surfaces can therefore lead to highly asymmetric footprints572

and more heterogeneous plume distribution.573

Caprock surfaces can be upscaled by extending the one-dimensional AM and HM meth-574

ods described in Section 4 to two horizontal dimensions. Although the approach is sim-575

ilar, the increased dimensionality introduces additional complications to the resulting576

effective models. First, the use of numerical homogenization is necessary to obtain a two-577

dimensional HM except for a few special cases. Secondly, asymmetric caprock surfaces578

at the fine-scale will result in anisotropic effective functions at the average scale. We de-579

termine the effective model for both symmetric and asymmetric two-dimensional caprock580

surfaces with the AM and HM approaches in this section.581

5.1. 2D Accretion-Layer Model

In general, the AM approach in 2D involves effective permeability and relative perme-582

ability functions consisting of tensorial quantities to account for horizontal anisotropy. To583

start, we consider the vertical distribution of horizontal permeability,584

k(z) =

{

k, if 0 ≤ z < He

ka, otherwise.
, (36)585

where the effective aquifer height, He = H̄ (1− a), is based on the maximum accretion586

layer thickness, a quantity that is independent of flow direction. We introduce the per-587

meability quantity ka, which is the permeability tensor local to the maximum accretion588

layer. The 2D accretion layer permeability ka will be equal to zero for a symmetric to-589
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pographical structure, but one or more components of the tensor may be non-zero for590

asymmetric topography. In the general case, a sub-model is required to determine the591

non-zero elements of ka that will be specific to the caprock topography of interest.592

Applying Equation (8) to Equation (36) leads to an expression for effective permeability,593

K̄ =
He

H̄
k + aka, (37)594

while applying Equation (9) results in,595

H̄K̄b · K̄ =

{

hbk
0
bk 0 ≤ hb ≤ He

Hek
0
bk+ (hb −He) k

0
bka otherwise,

(38)596

597

H̄K̄c · K̄ =

{

(He − hb) k
r
ck+ aH̄kr

cka 0 ≤ hb ≤ He
(

H̄ − hb

)

kr
cka otherwise.

(39)598

For symmetric surfaces where ka = 0, the effective equations can be simplified from the599

general form above.600

5.2. 2D Steady-State Homogenization

Similar to the 1D homogenization in Section 4.2, effective permeability and relative601

permeability functions can be derived analytically for some simple function forms. For602

example, the effective permeability for a two-dimensional checkerboard surface, which is603

an extension of the square wave to two dimensions, with periodic permeability, k1 and k2,604

has been derived previously [Obnosov , 1996] and is equal to the geometric mean of the two605

permeability values. Translating this result to a rough caprock surface with alternating606

elevation values H̄(1+a) and H̄(1−a) results in the following isotropic tensorial expression607

for effective permeability608

K̄ = K
√

(1− a2) (40)609

which is interestingly a similar expression that of the 1D sine wave function derived610

previously. The HM effective relative permeability functions for the checkerboard surface611
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are also the two-dimensional form of the expressions derived for the sine wave function612

(Equation (35)).613

For a caprock surface consisting of geometrical inclusions (cubic, spherical and elliptical)614

with a horizontal dimension much smaller than the spacing between the structures, the615

effective permeability and relative permeability functions can also be found analytically.616

However, since we are ultimately interested in realistic caprock surfaces, we refer the617

reader to the literature for more details on these analytical solutions [Andrianov et al.,618

1999; Renard and de Marsily , 1997].619

For more complex topographical surfaces, numerical homogenization is necessary for the620

HM approach. To do this, steady-state upscaling simulations are performed on different621

3D systems, resolving the fine-scale structure with the VE model described in Section 3.622

Periodic pressure boundary conditions are applied with a small pressure gradient in the623

horizontal direction. For asymmetric surfaces, the simulation must be performed in both624

horizontal directions.625

Effective permeability is calculated by substitution of the resulting horizontal flux into626

the upscaled equation (Equation (28)) and solving for K̄. For relative permeability cal-627

culations, a capillary equilibrium assumption is applied, which means a stationary CO2628

interface is fixed while the flow simulations are performed. The resulting horizontal CO2629

flux, along with other known quantities, is then used to determine the upscaled relative630

permeability using Equation (32).631

5.3. 2D Application

The first caprock structure is a symmetric sinusoidal surface described by,632

ζT (x, y) = H̄ [1 + α1 (sinω1x+ sinω1y)] ,633
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and the second is an asymmetrical system of staggered elliptical structures, with the top634

surface given by635

ζT (x, y) = H̄
(

1 + α2e
−γ
)

,636

where637

γ = sin2 ω2(x− y) + sin2 ω2(x+ y) + 2 sin2 2ω2x.638

In the above equations α1 = 0.1, α2 = 0.25, and ω1 and ω2 are set to obtain an even639

number of periods in the domain. The sinusoidal surface is symmetric in x and y, while640

the elliptical structure is asymmetric (Figure 10).641

To derive the AM equations, the maximum trapped volume is a = 0.04 in both cases.642

The submodel for the accretion layer permeability ka can be obtained from the geometry.643

For the sinusoidal surface, symmetry results in ka = 0. The elliptical surface is anisotropic,644

therefore ka has diagonal components ka,xx = 0 and ka,yy = 0.375K. Here, the y-direction645

is parallel to the long dimension of the elliptical structures and perpendicular to the dip646

direction. There are no off-diagonal components because the coordinate system is aligned647

with the principal flow direction. For the HM method, we apply numerical homogenization648

to the caprock surfaces, which become piece-wise linear functions in the VE model. For649

both systems the bottom is flat at ζB = 0 and the coordinate system is aligned with the650

principal direction of flow.651

We observe the CO2 relative permeability functions are a function of the upscaling652

approach and the fine-scale structure of the surface (Figure 11). For the HM-derived653

functions, the symmetrical sinusoidal surface leads to an isotropic relative permeability,654

while the orientation of the elliptical structures leads to anisotropy in the x and y diagonal655

components of the upscaled tensor. This anisotropy implies that CO2 flow at a given656
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relative permeability requires a greater thickness in the x-direction than the y-direction,657

which is clear from the anisotropic trapped volume tensor a for this caprock surface. We658

also observe that the sinusoidal caprock results in a nearly linear relative permeability659

function, whereas the curves for the elliptical structures are less linear and reach the flat660

caprock (zero roughness) curve more quickly. As in the cross-sectional case, the AM acts661

as a lower bound on CO2 relative permeability. We note that the difference between the662

AM and HM curves for the sinusoidal surface is negligible until the CO2 plume thickness663

becomes larger than 20% of the average formation thickness.664

Resolved and effective simulations were performed for systems with the caprock sur-665

faces (either sinusoidal or elliptical) as the top boundary of aquifers extending 10 km in666

both lateral directions and average thickness of 100 m. In each simulation, all lateral667

boundaries are closed except for the upper boundary at x = 10 km which is assigned668

a fixed pressure condition. The fluid and rock properties are the same as for the one-669

dimensional simulations presented above. The initial condition is a 2-km length square of670

fully saturated CO2 centered at (x, y) = (2, 5) km.671

The resolved simulations for these 2D systems (Figure 12), results in a spatial distribu-672

tion of mobile CO2 that reveals the fine-scale structure of the topography. The sinusoidal673

surface is slightly elongated in the dip direction, while the elliptical surface is wider in the674

cross-dip direction than along the dip axis. In each case, we observe structurally trapped675

CO2 downslope in local maxima where CO2 has become disconnected from the rest of676

the mobile plume. Residual CO2, when added to the mobile CO2 thickness, gives the677

maximum thickness of CO2 at any given location in the domain. Besides the location678
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around the initial condition, the residual thickness is quite small, which implies that CO2679

is migrating as a very thin layer, filling up structural traps as it travels updip.680

The HM and AM effective simulations, which use the upscaled relative permeability681

curves from Figure 11, produce average CO2 thickness in each grid cell which is then682

downscaled to obtain the fine-scale variation in thickness due to subscale topography.683

This allows for a more direct comparison with the resolved simulations in Figure 12.684

The downscaled HM and AM results for the sinusoidal give a good comparison with the685

resolved simulations for mobile and residual CO2 after 300 years. The outer edge of the686

plume corresponds well with the resolved simulations in both cases. For the elliptical687

surface, the HM model compares well with the resolved simulation in both the shape of688

the plume footprint and updip migration. There is some slight underestimation of lateral689

(cross-dip) plume spreading. The AM results show a large discrepancy with the resolved690

case, greatly underestimating the updip plume migration after 300 years.691

The comparison of maximum upslope extent (Figure 13) shows that both HM and AM692

effective simulations agree reasonably well with the resolved sinusoidal simulation, while693

only the HM simulation compares closely with the resolved elliptical simulation. For the694

resolved simulations, the impact of fine-scale structure leads to a slower CO2 migration695

for the sinusoidal surface than the elliptical surface (as indicated in the upscaled CO2696

relative permeability function). The HM simulations reproduce this difference quite well,697

with some discrepancy in the exact plume location over time. For instance, the HM698

slightly underpredicts the sinusoidal plume location while overpredicting for the elliptical699

surface. Some of the difference may be attributed to insufficient resolution of the fine-700

scale topography in the resolved simulations. There also may be some influence of the701
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boundary condition as the plume approaches the upper boundary. Despite these minor702

issues, the HM simulations give a good approximation of the plume migration due to703

caprock roughness. The AM simulation gives essentially the same plume migration for704

both sinusoidal and elliptical surface because the CO2 relative permeability along the705

dominant direction of flow (K̄n,xx) is the same for both cases. The AM replicates the706

sinusoidal case quite well because the HM and AM curves are the same in the region of707

small CO2 thickness.708

6. Discussion and Conclusions

Caprock topography may be an important factor affecting long-term CO2 migration in709

subsurface storage formations. Small-scale geometric heterogeneity and surface roughness710

can reduce the plume footprint and maximum extent as well as trap CO2 in subscale711

structural feature. Many modeling studies assume a smooth caprock, potentially overesti-712

mating upslope migration speeds for systems where caprock roughness provides additional713

storage of CO2 in the dip direction. However, in some special cases, rugosity may lead to714

preferential flow and faster upslope migration speed than predicted by a smooth caprock.715

Therefore, it is important to be able to model the migration of CO2 plumes over large716

distances in structurally heterogeneous systems.717

Vertical equilibrium methods are an attractive option because of their reliability and718

efficiency when applied to storage formations with caprock topography that can be re-719

solved by seismic observations. However, some horizontal upscaling of the flow equations720

is required to capture caprock roughness below seismic resolution. In this paper, we de-721

rived effective equations using two approaches, AM and HM, and compared the reliability722
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of the upscaled equations with a fine-scale model. Our results show the effective modeling723

approach has potential to simplify geological models for CO2 sequestration.724

The effective model consists of horizontally upscaled permeability and relative perme-725

ability VE functions that capture the impact of a spatially varying top boundary (i.e. a726

rough caprock). These upscaled functions are used in place of the usual depth-averaged727

functions that appear in the VE model whenever subscale topography is present. We ex-728

amined two approaches to upscaling, where both employ the VE assumptions of gravity729

segregation and vertical equilibrium. The first (AM) assumes the existence of an accretion730

layer with a volume equivalent to the trapped volume created by the topography. This731

layer is assumed to have zero horizontal permeability before the equations are vertically732

integrated. The second approach (HM) uses steady-state homogenization to upscale the733

VE equations directly across a chosen horizontal length scale. For upscaling two-phase734

flow with this approach, a static capillary equilibrium assumption is applied, which re-735

quires a stationary interface between CO2 and brine across the averaging scale. This is the736

VE version of the capillary limit of traditional flow-based relative permeability upscaling.737

We applied the AM and HM approach to several 2D and 3D systems with different738

functional forms of caprock roughness. The AM equations can be derived analytically739

by piecewise integration. For the HM approach, the VE equations can be homogenized740

analytically for cross-sectional (2D) systems, resulting in upscaled constitutive equations741

that are simply the harmonic average of the fine-scale function (permeability or relative742

permeability) weighted by formation height. The caprock surfaces of the 3D systems743

must be homogenized numerically except for a few special cases. We observed several744

important features of the resulting AM and HM effective functions. First, in all cases745
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caprock roughness leads to a reduction in effective permeability in proportion to the746

trapped volume, while CO2 relative permeability is reduced significantly especially for thin747

CO2 plumes. Additionally, upscaling the fine-scale process of CO2 spilling into subscale748

structural traps as it migrates updip results in an effective residual CO2 saturation during749

the drainage process. And finally, the HM functions vary in curvature according to the750

roughness of each topography, while the AM function is the same for all structures since it751

is based only on the equivalent trapped volume and does not consider fine-scale structure752

explicitly. As a result, the AM effective relative permeability functions are always linear753

with respect to CO2 plume thickness and represent the lower bound on the reduction in754

permeability and relative permeability due to caprock roughness in all cases examined755

here.756

The AM and HM effective equations were implemented into the VE framework and757

compared with fine-scale VE simulations of the 2D and 3D systems. We found that in758

all cases the HM model correctly captured the impact of topography on plume footprint759

and upslope migration speed in 2D and 3D systems. On the other hand, the AM could760

only reproduce the fine-scale solution for very rough caprocks, which are cases where the761

linear AM effective functions closely match the upscaled functions derived from the HM762

approach. It should be noted that although the AM method was not as effective as the763

HM in the computational experiments, the accretion-layer concept allows for analytical764

solutions that give good insight into the behavior of the equations for rough caprock765

systems.766

Because the HM approach leads to a more reliable upscaled model, the implication of767

this work is that horizontal upscaling requires some detailed knowledge of the fine-scale768
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structure beyond just a measure of trapped volume. The HM effective equations can769

be used to identify the important parameters of geologic model required for developing a770

reliable effective model. These parameters may include several features of structural traps,771

such as change of surface slope within a structural trap, the distance between traps, or772

the orientation of the structures relative to the large-scale dipping plane of the storage773

formation. An evaluation of the geologic model parameter space will be the subject of774

future work.775

This papers demonstrates the ability of an effective model to capture CO2 migration in776

the presence of fine-scale variation in caprock topography. With this modeling approach,777

the geology can be simplified in computational studies of CO2 migration in structurally778

heterogeneous systems. This reduces the need for expensive grid refinement, a distinct779

advantage given the large spatial and temporal domains of CO2 sequestration. More780

efficient simulation of CO2 migration and trapping gives greater flexibility in exploring781

the geological parameter space of CO2 storage formations. In addition, the effective model782

allows for coupling with more complex geomechanical or geochemical models without the783

need to resolve detailed geological features. Thus, the resulting combined knowledge from784

upscaled and fine-scale models can aid in our understanding of CO2 migration in complex785

systems. Ultimately, the development of simplified modeling tools such as this one will be786

required for evaluating and mitigating risk of long-term geological CO2 storage operations.787
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Table 1. Parameters used in all simulations.

Parameter Symbol Value Unit

CO2 density ρc 696 kg/m3

Brine density ρb 1000 kg/m3

CO2 viscosity µc 5 · 10−5 Pa·s
Brine viscosity µb 3 · 10−4 Pa·s
CO2 residual saturation scr 0.0947 -
Brine residual saturation sbr 0.1970 -
Porosity φ 0.2 -
Permeability (homogeneous & isotropic) K 100 mD
Aquifer slope θ 0.57 (=1.0) ◦ (%)

Table 2. Summary of effective permeability and relative permeability functions (HM) and tip

speed for different functional forms of caprock topography, where ĥb = h̄b/H̄ and ĥb ≤ a).

Topography K̄ K̄b K̄c v∗c/v0 (a = 0.1)

flat K k0
b ĥb kr

c

(

1− ĥb

)

1.0

triangle 2aK

[

ln

(

1 + a

1− a

)]−1

k0
b ĥb

kr
c ln ((1 + a)/(1− a))

ln
(

(1− ĥb + a)/(1− ĥb − a)
) 0.57

sine K
√

(1− a2) k0
b ĥb kr

c

√

(

1− ĥb

)2

− a2

√

(1− a2)
0.53

square K (1− a2) k0
b ĥb kr

c

(

1− ĥb

)2

− a2

(

1− ĥb

)

(1− a2)
0.47
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Figure 1. Schematic of CO2 migration and residual trapping in an aquifer with varying

caprock topography. Inset shows the rough caprock topography below the scale of resolution

that is upscaled over an averaging length L.
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Figure 2. Schematic of fine-scale varying caprock topography system (a) that is upscaled with

the AM approach to (b) using an accretion layer of zero horizontal permeability.
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Figure 3. Example of the AM flux function, F̄b (left), needed to determine the shock speed

v∗c (right) as a function of scaled amplitude of caprock topography, a = A/H̄ , and the mobility

ratio M .
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Figure 4. Reference model results for CO2 phase thickness (dark) and CO2 residual trapping

(light) in an aquifer cross-section with the top surface given by a sinusoidal surface, ζT (x) =

H̄(1 + a sinωx), where H̄ = 100 m, L = 20 km, a = A/H̄ = 0.1, and the wavelength ω = 0.01π.
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Figure 5. Upscaled relative permeability for a system the caprock surface ζT (x) =

H̄ (1 + a sin x) for the HM (solid lines). Effective functions obtained from the AM are shown

for comparison (dashed lines).
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Figure 6. Effective model results for non-wetting phase thickness (dark) and residual trapping

(light) in an aquifer cross-section with a flat top and horizontally upscaled relative permeability.
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Figure 7. Comparison of reference (red-outline) and effective model results (AM–dash-dotted

green; HM–dashed blue) for CO2 interface location at 1000 yrs, a = 0.1.
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Figure 8. Maximum upslope extent of CO2 over time in an aquifer with caprock described by

ζT (x) = H̄(1+a sin(ωx)), with a = 0.1. Shown are results from the reference (solid) and effective

simulations using the AM (dash-dotted) and HM (dashed). Also shown is CO2 migration in a

system with a flat caprock, or a = 0 (dotted).
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Figure 9. Effective model functions for different caprock topographies listed in Table 2:

triangle, sine, and square wave. The effective permeability scaling factor (left) is plotted as

a function of a = A/H̄. Effective CO2 relative permeability functions (right) from the HM

formulation are compared with the AM function for the same equivalent trapped volume and a

flat caprock with no roughness. Note the plot scale focuses on larger values of h̄b.
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(a) sinusoidal

(b) elliptical

Figure 10. Fine-scale model of caprock surfaces, (a) sinusoidal and (b) elliptical, which are

upscaled in the AM and HM effective model application.
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Figure 11. Effective CO2 relative permeability for caprock surfaces having either a sinusoidal

(left) or elliptical (right) structure derived using both the AM and HM effective equations. Note

the plot scale focuses on larger values of h̄b.
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Figure 12. Spatial distribution at 300 yrs of mobile and residual CO2 (thickness in meters) for

resolved and effective simulations of caprock surfaces having a structure that is flat (a), sinusoidal

(b) or elliptical (c). The HM and AM effective CO2 thicknesses have been downscaled to the

resolution of fine-scale topography. The formation dip is in the x-direction.
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Figure 13. Maximum upslope extent of CO2 for resolved and effective simulations of caprock

surfaces having either a sinusoidal or elliptical structure.
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